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Abstract: As a short-distance transportation, public bicycle plays an important role in the travel of residents.
However, the problems of “too difficult to rent” and “too difficult to return” have gradually emerged, shortterm forecasting of station requirements can meet real-time demand. First of all, this paper cleans the dataset
of Citi Bike New York City-Public Bicycle System (PBS) in April 2019. Then, the data is grouped by the
monthly frequency of the station. Finally, the Support Vector Regression (SVR) method is combined with
the sliding window to research the prediction effect of different sliding windows. The research found that different combinations of window widths and sliding steps can achieve similar prediction effect, and when the
prediction effect is constant, the width of the sliding window and the sliding step are inversely proportional.
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1

Introduction

In recent years, with the call of relevant government policies, the concept of green travel has gained popular support.
As a green travel solution, public bicycles have the basic transportation capacity while maximizing the passing rate of
public roads. At present, public bicycle has become a better implemented scheme to solve the problem of “the last
kilometer trip”, and it also has the characteristics of “green”, “low-carbon” and “environment-friendly” [1].
However, with the increasing number of users, problems such as “too difficult to rent” and “too difficult to return” [2]
and serious waste of resources also aggravate the maintenance cost of PBS. Therefore, it is particularly important to study
the demand for public bicycles based on travel characteristics of residents.
In recent years, in the research of public bicycle demand forecasting, researchers have used more mature machine
learning and deep learning methods to analyze and mine user travel data in PBS. Zhang et al. [3] used the Xgboost
ensemble learning method to mine the information existing in the travel data of user, further analyzed and researched the
information of the travel data of user, and proposed a method to solve the imbalance problem in bicycle use, and provided
an effective solution for the supply and demand forecast of public bicycles. Kang et al. [4] used three traditional machine
learning methods, multivariate linear regression, decision tree and random forest to conduct predictive analysis of user
travel data, and compared the advantages and disadvantages of these three methods. Finally, the best-performing random
forest method is optimized and improved to reduce the root mean square error (RMSE) of the prediction results of user
travel data.
Because the use of public bicycles is also affected by the area and local geographical factors of user, the demand
forecast results of public bicycles can be used to analyze local spatial geographic distribution characteristics. Frade and
Ribeiro [5] combined the bicycle usage data of user with the actual geographic environment, made a prediction and
analysis of the user data, and obtained the local spatial and geographical distribution characteristics using the prediction
results. Klingen [6] collected user trip data for various PBS stations affected by local subway disruptions, and correlated
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the user trip data with subway disruptions to build a dataset. The analysis shows that during the subway interruption,
users use bicycles as an effective alternative to subway travel. Elassi, Mahmoud and Habib [7] combined the use of public
bicycles in Toronto with the local spatial and geographical distribution characteristics, and studied the demand of public
bicycles, and proposed that the population density, the distance between public transport hubs and the width of bicycle
tracks and other factors were positively related to the demand of public bicycles.
In the previous research on PBS, most researchers focused on the accuracy of user travel data prediction and the
improvement of traditional methods, as well as the further mining of local spatial and geographical distribution characteristics by using the spatiotemporal characteristics of user travel records. However, the following problem still exist for
reference and improvement.
Question. When forecasting the demand of user travel, what is the relationship between the actual user travel data
duration used for machine learning input and the predicted output duration, and how to determine a better combination.
In order to solve the above problems, this paper cleans the user travel records of PBS, and adopts a more scientific
way of station division [8] [9]. Finally, combining with SVR prediction model to research the parameter settings of time
window [10] [11].
This research is divided into the following two steps: the first step is to preprocess the travel records of user, remove
zero-traffic flow data (a piece of data with missing data), and construct input and output data sets for machine learning
according to the window length and sliding step size of different sliding windows. The second step is divide the processed
data set into different training and test sets, and use the SVR model for analysis and prediction. The workflow is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Research technology roadmap.

2

Method

SVR can fit all the sample points to be trained by constructing a function, such as f (x) = ω · x + b, to minimize
the total variance of the distance between the sample points and the hyperplane, and use this model for prediction and
analysis.

2.1

Model construction

As the regression problem, for a given training data set T = {(x1 , y1 ) , (x2 , y2 ) , . . . , (xl , yl )}, yi ∈ R, it is assumed
that the maximum tolerable deviation between the predicted value f (xi ) and the actual value yi of user travel data is ϵ,
only when the deviation is greater than ϵ, the loss is calculated for this sample point. For this reason, an ϵ-insensitive loss
function was introduced as follows
|yi − f (xi )|ϵ = max {0, |yi − f (xi ) − ϵ|}

(1)

Considering the minimum loss function and adopting the method of soft margin, the slack variables ξi and ξi∗ are
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introduced, a set of optimization problems can be obtained as follows
∑
1
∥ω∥2 + C
(ξi + ξi∗ )
ω,ξi ,ξi ,b 2
i=1
(
)
T

 ω x(i + b − y)i ≤ ϵ + ξi
s.t.
yi − ω T xi + b ≤ ϵ + ξi∗


ξi , ξi∗ ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , l
l

min∗

(2)

(3)

where ξi ≥ 0, ξi∗ ≥ 0, and C is the penalty term.
In order to solve the above problem, the Lagrangian multiplier µi , µ∗i , αi , and αi∗ are introduced, so that the Lagrangian
function is obtained.
∑l
∑l
∑l
L (ω, b, α, α∗ , ξ, ξ ∗ , µ, µ∗ ) = 12 ∥ω∥2 + C i=1 (ξi + ξi∗ ) − i=1 µi ξi − i=1 µ∗i ξi∗
∑l
∑l
+ i=1 αi (f (xi ) − yi − ϵ − ξi ) + i=1 αi∗ (yi − f (xi ) − ϵ − ξi∗ )

(4)

where µi ≥ 0, µ∗i ≥ 0, αi ≥ 0, αi∗ ≥ 0, and f (x) = ω · x + b.
Considering the dual problem of SV R , the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT ) condition and kernel function, the following
equation can be obtained.

f(x) =

l
∑

(αi∗ − αi ) xTi xi + yi + ϵ −

l
∑

i=1

(αi∗ − αi ) xTi xi

(5)

i=1

The kernel function used in this study is the RBF kernel function.
(

κRBF

∥x − x′ ∥
(x, x ) = exp −
2σ 2
′

2

)
(6)

In order to analyze the prediction results of user travel, this paper selects M SE (Mean Squared Error), RM SE and
R2 (R Squared) as statistical indicators. R2 is the proportion of all variation of dependent variable that can be explained
by independent variable through regression relationship. if the value of R2 is larger, it means that the prediction effect of
the model is better. Therefore, the R2 value is used as the prediction accuracy value in this paper.

3
3.1

Empirical analysis
Data source

This research used the public bicycle data of the Citi Bike NYC in April 2019 (data source: https://www.
citibikenyc.com/system-data/). In order to simplify the research and improve the calculation efficiency, this
paper extracts the following key tags from all the tags included in the data as modeled data sets.
Table 1: Travel data label.
Label
Meaning
Trip duration
Start time
Stop time
Start station name
End station name

Travel time
Rental time
Return time
Rental station name
Return station name
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Data processing

In order to ensure the scientifically of the research and the validity of the data, it is necessary to clean the travel records
of the users in this researched and eliminate all the zero-traffic flow. Considering the actual user travel situation, there
may be a variety of uncertain situations that may cause abnormal travel records of bicycles. In this research, the data of
travel time less than 30 seconds and more than 10 hours were eliminated. There are about 1.8 million pieces of data after
cleaning.
The cleaned data is grouped according to the two labels “Start station name” and “Stop station name”, and the monthly
travel volume of each station is counted. Divide the stations of the two sub-data sets into low-frequency, intermediatefrequency and high-frequency stations based on the frequency bands (0, 2000], (2000, 4000], (4000, fmax ] (where fmax is
the maximum frequency of the sub-data set station). The station data of the three frequency bands are combined to obtain
6 sub-data sets, and then, resample the user travel records of the sub-data sets by 5 minutes.

3.3

Design of sliding window

This paper combines the SVR model and sliding window to further analyze and research the user travel demand
forecast. By adjusting both the window width and the sliding step, the prediction effect of the SVR model under different
sliding windows is studied.

Figure 2: Design of sliding window.
In Figure 2. Each line of window width and slid step represents a sliding window, a total of 42 kinds. Each sliding
window is loaded with the resampled data for the corresponding length of time. For each type of sliding window, based
on the experience of data partitioning in previous machine learning, this paper uses the first 3/4 as the training data set and
the last 1/4 as the test data set.

3.4

Data normalization

Considering that there is a large gap between the traffic flow data of the stations in the same period of time on different
dates in the data to be studied, which may have a large impact on the prediction, a data normalization process is adopted
in this paper.
Xstd− train =

Xtrain − Xtrain− min
Xtrain− max − Xtrain− min
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(8)

where Xtrain− min represents the minimum value of each feature vector of the training set, and Xtrain− max represents the
maximum value of each feature vector of the training set.

4

Demand forecast analysis

As shown in Figure 3. and Figure 4. The horizontal axis of each sub-figure represents the width of the sliding window,
and each different line represents the sliding step.

Figure 3: Demand forecast results for returned stations.
In Figure 3. The stations with different frequencies, increasing the window width can effectively reduce MAE and
RMSE. At the same time, the prediction accuracy value R2 will increase as the window width increases. This shows
that the increase of the window width is advantage to improving prediction accuracy and reducing prediction errors. For
stations with different frequencies and different sliding steps, the prediction error will decrease as the sliding step widens,
and at the same time, the prediction accuracy value R2 will increase accordingly.
In Figure 4. When predicting the high-frequency stations, MAE and RMSE show a clear trend of first decline and
then increase, at the same time, the prediction accuracy value R2 has a trend of first rise and then decrease, the demand
forecast has achieved a value of local optimum.
As shown in Figure 3. and Figure 4. For a certain sliding window, if the selected window width is large, a corresponding smaller sliding step is required to obtain better prediction results.

5

Conclusion
By analyzing the above research results, the following conclusions are obtained:
1. Whether the station is renting or returning , both increasing the window width and decreasing the sliding step can
make the result of forecasting demand with lower prediction errors and higher prediction accuracy;
2. Different combinations of window widths and sliding steps can achieve similar prediction results;
3. When the prediction effect is constant, the values of the window width and the sliding step width have opposite
trends.
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Figure 4: Demand forecast results for rented stations.
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